Not only as a mean to communicate or a way to express a hobby, applications nowadays are also being developed to solve problems in the society. For an example is GPS based application for traffic information which is created by Uri Levine called Waze. Waze will give you information about traffic such as the level of road congestion or navigate to the place we want to be. Another example is the emergence of Gojek, Bluejek, or Ladyjek which is one of many solutions to traffic jam because these applications encourage people to use more public transportation. In addition to that, Gojek and similar applications also reduce the rate of unemployement because people are free to join and these applications ease the earnings of motorcycle taxi driver.
New Capitalism as a Form of Digitalpreneur
Capitalism New capitalism itself emerged after a rapid development of ICT. ICT Growth has also changed the economic system. As we know, many entrepreneurs have been creating creative business using internet to sell their products. Internet is also one of ICT's componens that will be a main discussion in this paper.
New capitalism tries to win evolution of entrepreneurs who success in creating an innovative product in technology innovation. Creative industries in Indonesia started 
Startup
When we discuss about digitalpreneur, there is a term which is known as "startup". Eric
Ries (2011) These segments is then defined as gtSmartCity Solution, which is an ICT-based solutions systems in order to realize an intelligent city with the characteristics of less paper, less time, less cash and less complexity to improve people's living arrangements.
Gamatechno also provides consultancy ser- From the analysis of both cases in the dis- 
